Overview
Formworks for business eliminates the need for paper
forms and cuts data processing time in half. The
Formworks platform enables companies to easily create
their own forms via a web GUI. Field based staff –
for example salespeople, surveyors, facilities
managers or auditors – then complete the
forms on their iPad during a meeting or
inspection. And, as forms are stored locally
on device, there’s no need for a network
connection – the app will intelligently
synchronize with the server when a
connection becomes available.

What’s Wrong With Paper?
Almost every business uses forms. Just think about them all – sales forms,
application forms, surveys, inspections, audits, job sheets – the list goes
on. Whilst paper forms are easy to use, they present a number of issues for
organisations with mobile workers:
•
•
•
•

The cost of producing, managing, printing and distributing the forms
The cost and delays of posting or scanning completed forms
The cost and delays from re-keying data
Issues with handwriting legibility

These costs and time delays affect service and profitability, not to mention the
environmental impact of so much paper.

The cost
of processing paper
forms for 20 field workers
completing just 10 A4 pages
per day is a staggering

£100,000
per year!*

*Digital Field Solutions, 2014

The Formworks Advantage
While there are DIY electronic forms solutions on the market, these lack the
flexibility, usability or scalability to meet the needs of most businesses.
Formworks is an enterprise class forms platform for iPad including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An easy to use, web-based form creation, management and deployment platform
iPad forms that are easier and faster to use than pen and paper
Data capture controls to ensure data quality at point of entry
A secure app that can be used on or offline to maximise productivity
Flexible data export options for integration with existing systems
Enhanced functionality for the field user including adding photos, geo-tagging locations etc.

Formworks forms look familiar - just like paper forms, and support an exhaustive range of field types,
including photo and signature capture, and handwriting recognition. Data is sent instantly back to
the office - reducing paperwork and potential for data errors, while enabling faster data processing.
Furthermore the Formworks SaaS infrastructure is hosted on the Amazon Enterprise Cloud
Computing (EC2) infrastructure ensuring industry leading scalability, reliability and security.
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“The Formworks
solution has improved
every aspect of this part
of our business”
Darren Snaith,
Manager of Installation and Delivery
ROCKWOOL

